Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Amid the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, efforts to actively vaccinate the general population against the SARS-CoV-2 virus in the context of poorly neutralizing and waning immunity have renewed interest in the phenomenon of antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE). This property of antibodies attributes enhanced disease pathogenesis in specific instances of viral infection to the presence of sub-neutralizing titres of antiviral host antibodies. In cases of ADE, rather than contributing to antiviral immunity, pre-existing antibodies facilitate viral entry and subsequent infection of host cells, leading to both increased infectivity and virulence.

ADE was first clearly described in dengue virus (DENV) infection by Halstead et al. in 1973 (refs^[@CR1],[@CR2]^), although earlier epidemiological evidence had identified that two specific Thai patient populations, specifically first-time infected infants born to immune mothers and children suffering from secondary infection, were associated with an increased incidence of dengue haemorrhagic fever and dengue shock syndrome --- two patient groups that ostensibly had pre-existing antibodies to DENV^[@CR3]^. It was not until years later that studies proposed models of ADE, identified optimal conditions for in vitro ADE and quantified antibody titres permissive for ADE^[@CR4]--[@CR9]^. Numerous studies have since identified Fcγ receptors (FcγRs), surface receptors on immune cells that recognize the Fc portion of IgG and trigger a wide array of downstream effector functions, as the key mediators of ADE in dengue pathogenesis, as they allow for the internalization of multimeric virus-bound IgG and subsequent productive infection. Furthermore, FcγR-bearing immune cells susceptible to DENV ADE may lack canonical viral entry receptors for DENV, thereby constituting a unique mode of viral pathogenesis.

ADE is particularly relevant in the context of pre-existing immunity --- gained either through previous infection or vaccination that results in circulating antibodies to viral antigens --- and is carefully considered when designing both active and passive immunization strategies in an effort to prevent exacerbation of disease. However, little is known about the detailed cellular mechanisms of ADE, their interplay and potential redundancy with protective antibody mechanisms and the extent to which the principles of anti-DENV ADE may apply to the pathogenesis of various other viral infections. Due to the surge in interest and concern regarding ADE and the chief role for FcγRs in both antiviral and ADE mechanisms, this Review examines FcγR structure, function and signalling in both protection and pathogenesis, particularly in the context of the COVID-19 global pandemic.

Fcγ receptor structure and function {#Sec2}
===================================

Whereas the Fab domain of an IgG molecule binds to viral epitopes and can neutralize the virus by blocking entry, fusion or maturation, the engagement of the IgG Fc domain with members of the FcγR family is responsible for triggering the effector cell responses critical for host protection against infection. The affinity and binding specificity of the Fc domain for different FcγRs are determined by differences in the primary amino acid sequence of the IgG subclasses (IgG1--IgG4 in humans) as well as by the structure and composition of the Fc-associated glycan structure^[@CR10]--[@CR15]^. These two determinants drive Fc domain diversification, resulting in IgG Fc domains with different capacities for engaging and activating the various members of the FcγR family expressed by effector leukocytes^[@CR16]^.

Canonical, type I FcγRs are broadly classified as activating or inhibitory, depending on the signalling properties of their intracellular domains. In humans, activating FcγRs include FcγRI, FcγRIIa, FcγRIIc and FcγRIIIa, which contain immunoreceptor tyrosine activating motifs (ITAMs) either in the ligand-binding receptor α-chain in the case of FcγRIIa and FcγRIIc or in the associated FcR γ-chain for FcγRI and FcγRIIIa. ITAMs are necessary for receptor expression, surface assembly and signalling (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, FcγRIIb represents the sole inhibitory FcγR, mediating signalling activity through an immunoreceptor tyrosine inhibitory motif (ITIM) present in its cytoplasmic region. In contrast to activating or inhibitory FcγRs, FcγRIIIb is expressed as a GPI-anchored protein and is therefore incapable of signal transduction; however, FcγRIIIb still has the capacity to transduce activation signals following receptor crosslinking, mainly by associating and acting synergistically with activating receptors such as FcγRIIa^[@CR17]--[@CR20]^.Fig. 1Overview of the FcγR family and expression patterns among human effector leukocytes.Canonical, type I Fcγ receptors (FcγRs) are broadly categorized into activating or inhibitory based on the presence of immunoreceptor tyrosine activating motif (ITAM) or immunoreceptor tyrosine inhibitory motif (ITIM) signalling in their intracellular domains. The majority of effector leukocytes co-express combinations of activating and inhibitory FcγRs and their opposing signalling activities determine the outcome of IgG-mediated inflammation. Although FcγRs are expressed abundantly among the various leukocyte subsets, inflammatory cues and differentiation status modulate the expression of the various FcγRs, thereby altering the responsiveness of effector leukocytes to IgG-mediated signalling. +, constitutive expression; --, no expression; \#, inducible expression; \*, expression depends on *FCGR2C* allelic status; NK, natural killer.

FcγRs are broadly expressed on the surface of both lymphoid and myeloid cells, although the distribution of different FcγRs is unique to each cell type; for example, B cells express FcγRIIb as their sole FcγR, whereas natural killer cells exclusively express the activating receptor FcγRIIIa. Most other immune cells express a combination of different FcγRs, pairing activating and inhibitory receptors to achieve balanced cellular responses (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). FcγR surface expression is modulated by cytokines in a manner through which pro-inflammatory cytokines generally increase expression of activating FcγRs over their inhibitory counterparts, whereas anti-inflammatory signals downregulate activating FcγRs and enhance FcγRIIb expression^[@CR16]^. Promoter polymorphisms and copy number variation in FcγR genes can also influence the expression levels of FcγRs on the surface of effector leukocytes, acting as an additional determinant for IgG-mediated signalling^[@CR21]^.

Fcγ receptor effector activities {#Sec3}
================================

Fcγ receptor signalling {#Sec4}
-----------------------

Despite the structural differences between FcγR family members, all activating FcγRs are characterized by the same sequence of signal transduction events. With the exception of FcγRI, which can engage monomeric IgG with high affinity, FcγRs exhibit low affinity for IgGs and can only interact with multimeric IgG immune complexes or opsonized cells, generated during an infectious challenge. Despite the high concentration of circulating IgG in serum, FcγRs on immune cells are incapable of crosslinking in the absence of a pathogenic trigger, thereby preventing inappropriate effector cell activation. Such interactions cause receptor clustering and aggregation, which in turn leads to the phosphorylation of ITAM domains^[@CR22]--[@CR25]^ --- tandem YxxI/L motifs --- by SRC family kinases, such as LYN, LCK, HCK and FGR, and the recruitment and activation of SYK family kinases^[@CR23],[@CR24],[@CR26]--[@CR30]^. A crucial step in this phosphorylation cascade is the activation of PI3K by SYK, which in turn recruits pleckstrin homology domain-expressing proteins such as BTK, GAB2 and phosphoinositide-specific phospholipase Cγ (PLC*γ*). These proteins help to generate inositol triphosphate (IP~3~) for the mobilization of intracellular Ca^2+^ from the endoplasmic reticulum and diacylglycerol (DAG) for the activation of protein kinase C (PKC)^[@CR31]^. Taken together, these intracellular biochemical changes --- including the subsequent activation of the Rho GTPases CDC2, RAC1 and RAC2, and actin polymerization mediated by ARP2/3 and WASP proteins --- leads to phagocytosis of IgG complexes and receptor internalization^[@CR32]^. In addition to these early events, several signalling pathways --- including the MEK and MAP family kinases and the RAS pathway --- also become activated, leading to the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines with direct and indirect effects on cellular survival and differentiation^[@CR33]--[@CR35]^ (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). All of these signalling events are counterbalanced by the regulatory activity of FcγRIIb, which is mediated by the recruitment of phosphatases to its ITIM domain following receptor crosslinking and phosphorylation by SRC family kinases^[@CR36]--[@CR38]^. ITIM-recruited phosphatases, such as SHIP1 and SHP2, promote the hydrolysis of phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-triphosphate (PIP~3~) on the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane to phosphatidylinositol 4,5-biphosphate (PIP~2~), which in turn inhibits the recruitment and activation of PLCγ and the tyrosine kinase BTK^[@CR36],[@CR39],[@CR40]^. Because the majority of effector leukocytes co-express activating FcγRs and FcγRIIb, the outcome of FcγR-mediated signalling represents a fine balance between the opposing functions of these receptors.Fig. 2Downstream signalling events induced upon crosslinking of activating FcγRs by IgG immune complexes.Multimeric IgG immune complexes engage multiple Fcγ receptors (FcγRs) through low-affinity, high-avidity interactions (step 1). Receptor crosslinking upon IgG immune complex binding triggers phosphorylation (P) of their immunoreceptor tyrosine activating motifs (ITAMs), which in turn leads to the activation of kinases of the SYK and SRC family (step 2), as well as activation of the protein kinase C (PKC) pathway, resulting in a rapid increase in intracellular Ca^2+^ levels following activation of Ca^2+^ channels (step 3). Kinase activation also leads to actin remodelling (step 4), which is critical for receptor internalization and phagocytosis of the IgG immune complex. At later stages, cellular activation is associated with activation of specific transcription factors such as p38 and Jun amino-terminal kinases (JNK) (step 5) that drive the expression and release of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines (for example, tumour necrosis factor (TNF), IL-1β and IL-8) (step 6) that shape immune responses and alter the effector function, migration and survival of leukocytes.

Respiratory burst and degranulation {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------

Intracellular signals transduced upon activating FcγR crosslinking ultimately lead to cellular activation; however, the precise biological consequences are diverse and differ substantially among the various effector leukocytes, contributing differentially to protection against viral infections. In granulocytes such as neutrophils, basophils and eosinophils, activation of SYK and SRC kinases following FcγR crosslinking leads to the assembly of the NADPH-dependent oxidase complex in the plasma membrane and the membranes of phagosomes, promoting the generation of reactive oxygen species and reactive nitrogen species with potent antimicrobial and cytotoxic activity^[@CR41]--[@CR46]^. FcγR-mediated PKC activation and the elevation in intracellular Ca^2+^ levels trigger the rapid mobilization and release of granule contents, including serine proteases, leukotrienes, proteins with antimicrobial activity, such as lysozyme and lactoferrin, and antimicrobial peptides such as α-defensins^[@CR47]--[@CR53]^. For example, HNP1, an α-defensin found in neutrophils and other immune cell populations, exhibits antiviral activity by interfering with the gp120--CD4 interaction essential for HIV viral fusion^[@CR54],[@CR55]^. Therefore, in addition to FcγR-mediated phagocytosis of opsonized virions, signalling through activating FcγRs has a significant impact on granulocyte function, eliciting effector responses that represent a major immune mechanism for efficient and rapid protection against viral infection. Similarly, crosslinking of FcγRIIIa on natural killer cells triggers cellular activation and degranulation. The release of natural killer granule contents, including perforin and granzymes, in close proximity to IgG-coated cells induces the formation of pores on the target cell membrane and stimulates pro-apoptotic pathways that ultimately lead to cell death^[@CR29],[@CR56]^. This lytic process is referred to as antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity and helps to eliminate infected cells, thereby limiting viral load and subsequent virus propagation.

Phagocytosis and regulation of immune cell differentiation {#Sec6}
----------------------------------------------------------

Crosslinking of FcγRs on phagocytes such as neutrophils, dendritic cells, monocytes and macrophages induces phagocytosis of IgG-opsonized virions and infected cells that harbour actively replicating virus in a process referred to as antibody-dependent cellular phagocytosis. In this process, engulfed virions or cells are degraded by acidification of the phagosome and digestion by lysosomal enzymes. In addition to phagocytosis, FcγR crosslinking has pleiotropic effects on leukocyte function; for example, on antigen-presenting cells such as dendritic cells, phagocytosis of IgG immune complexes by activating FcγRs is associated with enhanced endosomal maturation and lysosomal fusion, facilitating antigen processing and presentation on MHC class II molecules^[@CR57]--[@CR60]^. Additionally, dendritic cell maturation is tightly regulated by the opposing signalling activity of FcγRIIa and FcγRIIb --- the two FcγRs expressed by these cells. Skewing the balance of dendritic cell FcγRIIa and FcγRIIb has a marked impact on cell maturation and the development of T cell immunity; for example, conditional genetic deletion or antibody-mediated blockade of FcγRIIb ligand-binding activity on dendritic cells results in augmented IgG immune complex-mediated cell maturation, characterized by upregulated expression of MHC class II and co-stimulatory molecules, as well as enhanced antigen presentation and T cell activation^[@CR61]--[@CR65]^.

FcγR-mediated signalling has a profound impact on monocyte and macrophage function, representing a key determinant of macrophage polarization. In the absence of inflammatory stimuli, engagement of activating FcγRs on these cells is associated with the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines including IL-8, tumour necrosis factor (TNF) and IL-1β (refs^[@CR66],[@CR67]^). By contrast, activating FcγR signalling in tandem with stimulation of Toll-like receptors (TLRs) such as TLR4 induces a specific polarization phenotype in non-polarized macrophages known as the M2b or 'regulatory' phenotype, which is characterized by a unique cytokine expression profile and increased migratory and phagocytic activity^[@CR68]--[@CR70]^. The opposing effects of activating FcγR signalling on monocyte and macrophage function in the presence or absence of additional microbial stimuli have been well characterized in vivo in mouse strains deficient in FcγRIIb. In models of mAb-mediated protection against influenza infection and pneumococcal peritonitis, *Fcgr2b*^--/--^ mice exhibit significantly less severe disease, improved microbial clearance and faster infection resolution when compared with wild-type mice, whereas overexpression of FcγRIIb is associated with increased mortality upon challenge with *Streptococcus pneumoniae*^[@CR71]--[@CR73]^. By contrast, in autoimmune models of IgG immune complex-induced shock, arthritis and alveolitis, FcγRIIb deficiency is generally associated with a more severe disease phenotype, as FcγRIIb-deficient macrophages have a lower threshold for cellular activation and pro-inflammatory cytokine expression^[@CR69],[@CR74]--[@CR76]^. The studies described above highlight how the balance of activating and inhibitory FcγRs regulates macrophage polarization and dendritic cell maturation and function, and has important biological effects on innate effector responses and adaptive immunity.

Antibody-dependent enhancement {#Sec7}
==============================

Antiviral Fc effector functions --- protective or pathogenic {#Sec8}
------------------------------------------------------------

Engagement of activating FcγRs by antiviral antibodies and downstream signalling is associated with diverse protective activities that result in the rapid elimination of opsonized virions and infected cells through phagocytic and cytotoxic mechanisms, as well as the induction of adaptive immune responses through the modulation of dendritic cell function^[@CR67]^ (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). A large body of evidence from in vivo experimental systems and genetic association studies shows that a major component of the antiviral activity of IgG antibodies is attributed to their capacity to engage and activate specific FcγR pathways on specific immune cell populations that are critical for mediating Fc effector functions^[@CR67],[@CR73],[@CR77]--[@CR84]^. Indeed, there are numerous instances where even the most potent neutralizing mAbs are significantly compromised in their ability to confer antiviral protection in vivo when Fc--FcγR interactions are abrogated; conversely, mAbs with poor neutralizing activity in in vitro assays can provide robust antiviral protection in vivo, suggesting that antiviral protection of these mAbs is dependent on activating FcγR engagement^[@CR67],[@CR73],[@CR77]--[@CR82],[@CR84]^.Fig. 3Diversity of FcγR-mediated antiviral effector functions.Fc--Fcγ receptor (FcγR) interactions drive pleiotropic effector functions that limit viral replication and provide potent antiviral protection. **a** \| clearance of IgG opsonized virions. **b** \| Cytotoxic elimination and phagocytic clearance of IgG-coated infected cells by natural killer (NK) cells and macrophages. **c** \| Crosslinking of FcγRs on dendritic cells accelerates phagolysosome fusion and maturation, leading to more efficient antigen processing and presentation to CD8^+^ and CD4^+^ T cells, which in turn confer antiviral activities. All of these functions are key components of the host antiviral response and are mediated by the specific engagement and signalling of specific activating FcγRs (indicated in the figure) on specific leukocyte subsets.

The above findings highlight the discrepancy between in vitro neutralizing potency and in vivo protective activity, suggesting that in vitro assays rarely predict the full in vivo function of antiviral mAbs. This is exemplified in studies assessing the capacity of antiviral antibodies to mediate ADE. ADE refers to a phenomenon by which antiviral antibodies promote viral infection of host cells by exploiting the phagocytic FcγR pathway^[@CR5],[@CR85]^. This phenomenon has been studied in the context of flaviviruses --- particularly in the context of DENV infection^[@CR5],[@CR86]^.

Dengue virus {#Sec9}
------------

A pathogenic role for antibodies was suggested when epidemiological studies reported that patients with particularly severe DENV disease were associated with prior infection with a different DENV serotype and pre-existing, non-neutralizing anti-DENV IgG antibodies^[@CR9],[@CR87]^. These findings and subsequent studies led to a model by which IgG antibodies mediate infection of FcγR-expressing cells through increased uptake of virus--IgG complexes in an FcγR-dependent manner^[@CR2],[@CR5],[@CR7]^. At sub-neutralizing titres, anti-DENV antibodies complex with the DENV virion and attach to the surface of FcγR-expressing leukocytes, utilizing the phagocytic FcγR pathway for entry^[@CR5],[@CR88]^. Mechanistic studies have determined that activating FcγRs --- specifically, FcγRIIa and FcγRIIIa --- promote ADE during DENV infection, whereas FcγRIIb acts as a negative regulator for this process^[@CR89],[@CR90]^. Upon internalization into the cell, antibody--virus complexes are sequestered to phagolysosomes, where low pH conditions trigger conformational changes to the structure of the DENV envelope protein (E), promoting viral fusion and infection. As DENV has the ability to productively replicate in FcγR-expressing myeloid cells, this process of viral entry leads to enhanced viral replication and leukocyte dysfunction, thereby contributing to disease pathogenesis. Given the lack of high-affinity, specialized entry receptors for DENV and its capacity to infect a diverse array of cell types in vitro --- including endothelial, myeloid and epithelial cells --- from a range of species, including humans, non-human primates and mosquitoes^[@CR91],[@CR92]^, FcγR-mediated entry and infection of leukocytes likely represents a key immune evasion mechanism for DENV, accounting for increased susceptibility to severe symptomatic disease in individuals with prior immune history. In agreement with these in vitro observations, a pathogenic role for antibodies in DENV has been demonstrated in vivo in mouse and non-human primate disease models using polyclonal IgG isolated from symptomatic patients with DENV disease or using monoclonal anti-DENV IgG^[@CR7],[@CR93]--[@CR97]^. Engineering of the Fc domain of these antibodies to abrogate Fc--FcγR binding diminished their pathogenic activity, confirming the requirements for FcγR engagement in conferring DENV disease pathogenesis^[@CR81]^. Further, studies in clinical cohorts determined that patients with severe symptomatic DENV disease have elevated serum levels of Fc glycoforms with enhanced affinity for FcγRIIIa^[@CR88]^ and increased allelic frequency of the high-affinity single-nucleotide polymorphism of FcγRIIa^[@CR98]^, highlighting the role of activating FcγRs in modulating DENV disease susceptibility.

ADE-associated viruses {#Sec10}
----------------------

ADE has been demonstrated in vitro for IgG antibodies to several diverse viruses, including influenza^[@CR99]--[@CR103]^, HIV^[@CR104],[@CR105]^ and Ebola virus^[@CR106]--[@CR108]^, and under specific conditions (narrow range of IgG concentrations, specific cell lines, presence or not of complement), IgG antibodies promote in vitro infection of FcγR-expressing leukocytes to an extent comparable with that observed for DENV. However, studies in animal models and clinical studies have failed to support a pathogenic role for antibodies in these infections. Indeed, extensive experimental evidence from diverse viral infection models strongly supports that Fc--FcγR interactions are often critical for the antiviral function of IgG antibodies^[@CR67]^. Numerous studies in mouse and non-human primate models of HIV infection have shown that both neutralizing and non-neutralizing anti-HIV mAbs depend on FcγR engagement for their antiviral activity^[@CR78],[@CR80],[@CR81],[@CR84],[@CR109]^. Indeed, one of the few correlates of protection seen in the RV144 HIV vaccine trial was the level of non-neutralizing IgG antibodies capable of engaging FcγRs and inducing Fc effector functions^[@CR110],[@CR111]^. Similarly, high-affinity allelic variants of FcγRIIa are associated with protection against progression to AIDS in HIV-infected individuals^[@CR112]^. Similar results showing the importance of Fc--FcγR interactions and the relative absence of ADE effects were observed for several anti-Ebola virus and anti-influenza mAbs in animal disease models. Administration of neutralizing antibodies at sub-neutralizing doses^[@CR113]^ or non-neutralizing mAbs capable of engaging and activating FcγR pathways was not associated with enhanced disease pathogenesis or IgG-mediated tissue inflammation^[@CR73],[@CR77],[@CR79],[@CR82],[@CR112],[@CR114]--[@CR117]^. By contrast, for many of these mAbs, FcγR engagement was required for their antiviral potency, as loss of their FcγR binding capacity was associated with significantly reduced protective activity^[@CR73],[@CR77],[@CR79]^. In addition, the clinical evaluation and therapeutic use of anti-Ebola virus, anti-HIV or anti-influenza mAbs has not been associated with adverse events or increased susceptibility to disease^[@CR118]--[@CR124]^. This is despite the fact that these mAbs, expressed as the human IgG1 isotype, are capable of interacting with activating FcγRs, and subject to glycoengineering (afucosylation) have increased affinity for the activating FcγRIIIa, as in the case of the anti-Ebola virus mAb cocktail ZMApp. These findings highlight the discrepancy between in vitro ADE assays and in vivo experimental systems; although under specific non-physiological in vitro conditions IgG antibodies can allow the infection of FcγR-expressing cells that are normally non-permissive for infection, in vivo antibody administration has never been shown to be associated with enhanced viral replication, accelerated disease pathogenesis or uncontrolled IgG-mediated inflammation for these viral infections.

Vaccine-associated enhanced respiratory disease {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------------------

In addition to promoting infection of non-permissive cell types in vitro, Fc--FcγR interactions have been proposed to have a pathogenic role in the context of vaccination against respiratory pathogens such as respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) and influenza. This phenomenon, termed vaccine-associated enhanced respiratory disease (VAERD), was first described in paediatric populations and associated with vaccination with inactivated measles virus or RSV^[@CR125],[@CR126]^. Mechanistic studies in the context of RSV vaccination have established that formalin-inactivated RSV immunogens largely elicit IgG responses characterized by IgG molecules with poor neutralizing activity, due to the aberrant conformation of specific RSV antigens on the formalin-inactivated virion. Studies in mice determined that, following RSV challenge, vaccine-elicited, non-neutralizing IgG antibodies form immune complexes that induce lung tissue damage through activation of the complement pathway following deposition in the lung^[@CR127]^. In addition, vaccination with formalin-inactivated RSV followed by RSV infection elicits inappropriate airway inflammation characterized by aberrant CD4^+^ T cell responses and expression of type 2 T helper (T~H~2) cytokines, which contribute to lung injury^[@CR128]--[@CR130]^.

VAERD has been demonstrated for several influenza vaccine candidates in ferrets and pigs and was characterized predominantly by non-neutralizing IgG antibody responses, excessive complement activation and deposition of immune complexes to lung tissue^[@CR131]--[@CR134]^. Additionally, clinical evidence from the 2009 influenza pandemic suggested that deceased patients were commonly characterized by increased complement fixation and deposition of immune complexes in the alveolar space, consistent with a VAERD-like mechanism potentiating lethal acute lung injury^[@CR135]^. Although complement-mediated pathways have been implicated as a key component of VAERD pathogenesis, there is insufficient evidence to suggest a pathogenic role for Fc--FcγR interactions in driving VAERD and, consequently, acute lung injury. Indeed, several in vivo studies have failed to demonstrate any pathogenic activity of passively administered mAbs against RSV G proteins or F proteins^[@CR136]--[@CR139]^. In contrast to vaccine-elicited, non-neutralizing polyclonal anti-RSV IgG antibodies, anti-RSV mAbs exhibit minimal pathogenic activity, induce anti-inflammatory responses and protect mice from lethal RSV challenge^[@CR136]^. Their protective activity was shown to rely on Fc--FcγR interactions, as subclass switching from IgG to IgA was associated with a significant reduction in their in vivo potency^[@CR137]^ whereas Fc glycoengineering to enhance FcγRIIIa binding resulted in improved antiviral activity^[@CR140]^. In addition to data from animal disease models, the capacity of passively administered IgG antibodies to protect against RSV infection without pathological consequences is demonstrated by the extensive clinical use of polyclonal RSV immune globulin (RespiGam; MedImmune) or anti-RSV mAbs such as palivizumab (Synagis; MedImmune) as a means of prophylaxis against RSV disease in children.

Despite the previously reported association between non-neutralizing antibodies and exacerbated influenza^[@CR131]--[@CR135]^, no studies have definitively supported a pathogenic role for FcγRs in driving acute lung injury and increasing susceptibility to severe disease. Instead, engagement of activating FcγRs by mAbs that target distinct epitopes on influenza virus haemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) drives potent antiviral protection in both prophylactic and therapeutic settings^[@CR73],[@CR79],[@CR82]^. Even non-neutralizing mAbs --- which are thought to be a major driver for VAERD --- exhibit minimal pathogenic activity and confer FcγR-dependent protection against a lethal influenza challenge without eliciting uncontrolled or excessive lung inflammation^[@CR79],[@CR82]^. Consistent with the lack of a pathogenic role for activating FcγRs, genetic association studies have not demonstrated a correlation between the high-affinity FcγRIIa allele (H131) and susceptibility to severe pneumonia or mortality in influenza-infected patients^[@CR141],[@CR142]^. Interestingly, single-nucleotide polymorphisms in *CD55* and *C1QBP* --- key genes of the complement pathway --- were associated with increased risk of mortality in hospitalized influenza patients, suggesting a potential pathogenic role for complement^[@CR142]^. Additionally, studies on the mechanisms of VAERD disease pathogenesis revealed that VAERD is characterized by inappropriate airway inflammation due to a strong vaccine-elicited, T~H~2 cell-biased immune response and excessive production of T~H~2 cytokines, which exacerbates tissue damage and delays the clearance of infected cells^[@CR129],[@CR131]--[@CR134]^. These data suggest that VAERD represents a clinical syndrome characterized by a generalized dysregulation of lung immunity rather than an IgG-mediated pathology due to excessive production of non-neutralizing IgG responses. Although the precise mechanisms that drive VAERD pathogenesis have not been fully elucidated, such mechanisms are fundamentally different to those that drive mAb-mediated protection, which reflect the synergistic activity of Fab-mediated antigen recognition, as well as Fc-mediated engagement and tightly regulated activation of specific FcγR pathways.

ADE in coronavirus infection {#Sec12}
============================

Prior reports have suggested the potential for IgG antibodies to coronaviruses, such as SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, to confer pathogenic activities through ADE and VAERD-like mechanisms. IgG antibodies to the spike (S) protein of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV have the capacity to mediate ADE, facilitating the infection of cell types that are commonly non-permissive for infection^[@CR143]--[@CR147]^. However, the mechanism of ADE mediated by mAbs in vitro against SARS-CoV differs significantly from the well-established mechanisms that govern ADE in DENV infection. For example, DENV ADE relies on activating FcγRs such as FcγRIIa and FcγRIIIa^[@CR89],[@CR90]^, whereas ADE mediated by SARS-CoV mAbs is dependent primarily on the inhibitory FcγRIIb and has been shown to cause preferential infection of B cell lines in vitro^[@CR146],[@CR147]^. DENV exploits the FcγR pathway because of the lack of a specialized high-affinity entry receptor for DENV; however, as SARS-CoV can bind with high affinity to its entry receptor ACE2, it is questionable whether the virus utilizes low-affinity FcγRs such as FcγRIIb for infection within the lung microenvironment. In contrast to DENV infections, FcγR-expressing cells such as macrophages cannot sustain productive SARS-CoV infection, as these cell types are not permissive for viral replication^[@CR145]^; therefore, if SARS-CoV does infect leukocytes through FcγRs in the lung microenvironment, the impact on viral dynamics during the course of infection is likely to be inconsequential. Although some discussions of ADE in coronavirus infection have noted a correlation between high anti-SARS-CoV IgG titres with disease severity as potential evidence for ADE, these studies are missing a causal link between IgG and enhanced disease^[@CR148]^. Further, although inactivated SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV vaccine candidates have been proposed to induce VAERD in non-human primates and mice, respectively, previous studies on this topic reported contrasting findings^[@CR149]--[@CR151]^. Passive transfer of IgG antibodies from deceased SARS patients has been shown to induce acute lung injury in SARS-CoV infected non-human primates^[@CR152]^, an effect attributed to skewed macrophage activation caused by pro-inflammatory cytokine production upon FcγR crosslinking. However, this assumption was based on in vitro experimental systems using isolated monocytes, which are clearly not predictive of in vivo conditions --- especially as acute viral infections are characterized by strong interferon, TNF and IL-6 responses. On the other hand, some studies in mice have shown that vaccination with individual structural proteins of SARS-CoV and subsequent infection can induce transcriptional upregulation of pro-inflammatory T~H~1 and T~H~2 cytokines and CCL2 and CCL3 chemokines in lung tissue, while downregulating anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10 and transforming growth factor-β (TGFβ)^[@CR153]^. Whether this effect is specifically due to FcγR-mediated enhancement of viral entry into specific cell types permissive for productive infection remains unknown. Consistent with the lack of a pathogenic role for anti-SARS-CoV IgG antibodies, genetic association studies in SARS-CoV patient cohorts with variable disease severity demonstrated increased frequency of the low-affinity allele of FcγRIIa (R131) in deceased and hospitalized patients, whereas the high-affinity allele (H131) was associated with reduced disease and mortality risk, indicating that the activating FcγRIIa has minimal pathogenic potential and may actively contribute to protection against SARS-CoV infection and disease through interactions with IgG antibodies^[@CR154]^.

SARS-CoV-2 {#Sec13}
----------

For the reasons discussed above, the biological relevance of reports of in vitro SARS-CoV ADE remains unknown, and in vivo studies show enhancement of disease without clearly implicating FcγR-mediated ADE in pathogenesis. The picture of coronavirus ADE is further complicated in light of recent findings from SARS-CoV-2 studies that show no evidence of ADE. Recent preclinical evaluation studies of inactivated vaccine candidates on SARS-CoV-2 in mice, rats and non-human primates demonstrated the induction of protective IgG responses, without evidence for IgG-mediated pathology or increased susceptibility to VAERD^[@CR155]^. Although small (mouse, hamster, ferret) and large (non-human primate) animal models of SARS-CoV-2 infection have been described^[@CR156]--[@CR158]^, sequence variability in FcγR-coding genes --- as well as substantial interspecies differences in FcγR structure and function --- limits our ability to interpret data from diverse animal models on the mechanisms of protection by IgG antibodies^[@CR159],[@CR160]^. Such differences represent a major translational barrier for the evaluation of human IgG antibody activities in vivo, thereby limiting our understanding of the FcγR mechanisms that contribute to antiviral immunity. Recently developed transgenic mouse strains humanized for all classes of FcγRs represent a unique platform for the preclinical evaluation of human mAb-based therapeutics and vaccine-elicited IgGs^[@CR161],[@CR162]^. FcγR humanized mice should address limitations associated with interspecies differences in FcγR biology between humans and other mammalian species and could be used to dissect precisely the FcγR mechanisms by which anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies confer protection and further address whether anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies mediate ADE.

In preclinical studies, passive transfer of convalescent plasma to critically ill patients with COVID-19 had an acceptable safety profile and was not associated with accelerated disease, indicating that IgG antibodies --- even given under conditions that favour VAERD, such as a high dose and low neutralizing:non-neutralizing Ab ratio --- do not have pathogenic consequences following administration and instead offer meaningful clinical benefits^[@CR163]^. Finally, how pre-existing immunity to SARS-CoV may influence the response to SARS-CoV-2 infection has been explored recently^[@CR164]^. Whereas anti-SARS-CoV antibodies were cross-reactive with SARS-CoV-2 S protein, they were unable to neutralize the heterologous virus, therefore approximating the conditions that favour ADE as described for DENV. Whether this has pathological consequences in vivo through a mechanism of ADE remains unknown and should be explored in further studies.

Future directions for studying Fc receptors in the context of SARS-CoV-2 {#Sec14}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

As the study of anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibody responses progresses, careful characterization of the Fc domain structure and allelic distribution of FcγR genetic variants in patients with symptomatic and asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection is expected to provide novel insights into the contribution of Fc--FcγR interactions to protection from, or susceptibility to, symptomatic disease. Likewise, rigorous assessment of the role of FcγR pathways in antibody-mediated protection from infection is critically needed for the development of vaccine and mAb-based therapeutic strategies for the effective control of COVID-19. Although high-throughput in vitro assays have been developed and are systematically used to interrogate Fc effector function of antiviral antibodies, any findings should be interpreted with caution, as such artificial in vitro assays and experimental systems fail to recapitulate the unique complexity and diversity of the FcγR-expressing cells that infiltrate the lung parenchyma during SARS-CoV-2 infection. For example, cell lines that are commonly used to assess antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity, phagocytosis or ADE express a limited set of human FcγRs and their FcγR expression pattern and levels differ substantially from those of FcγR-bearing leukocytes present at infectious sites^[@CR16]^. Additionally, pseudovirus-based or bead-based assays for evaluating phagocytosis do not accurately replicate the structural and functional properties of SARS-CoV-2 antigens and fail to take into account unique attributes of SARS-CoV-2 viral entry and replication. Therefore, evaluation of the Fc effector function of anti-SARS-CoV-2 mAbs and vaccine-elicited IgG antibodies necessitates the use of well-defined, biologically relevant in vivo models of infection. Selective engagement of specific activating FcγRs on distinct leukocyte types with reduced inhibitory receptor engagement and complement activation is expected to mediate rapid clearance of opsonized virions and cytotoxic elimination of SARS-CoV-2-infected cells, leading to efficient control of viral replication and limiting tissue damage and inappropriate inflammatory responses. In addition to these innate immune effects, selective FcγR engagement on dendritic cells could help stimulate cytotoxic antiviral CD8^+^ T cell responses, which are commonly suppressed during severe SARS-CoV-2 infection as a result of excessive viral replication and uncontrolled recruitment of monocytes leading to T~H~2 cell-biased airway inflammation and acute lung damage^[@CR165]^. Such selective FcγR engagement could be accomplished through the use of glycoengineered or protein-engineered Fc domain variants that exhibit unique FcγR binding properties. This approach has previously seen success in generating mAbs with preferable binding properties for treating other viral diseases (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1FcγR, FcRn and C1q binding profile of Fc-engineered variants of mAbs in clinical use or testingFc variantFcγRIIaFcγRIIIaFcγRIIbC1qFcRnExample mAbs (antigen)H131R131V158F158N297A------------▪Atezolizumab^a^ (PDL1), clazakizumab (IL-6), TRX518 (GITR)L234A/L235A------------▪Spesolimab (IL-36R), teplizumab (CD37)L234F/L325E/P331S------------▪Durvalumab^a^ (PDL1), anifrolumab (IFNα/βR1)Afucosylated▪▪↑↑↑↑↑▪▪▪Mogamulizumab^a^ (CCR4), obinutuzumab^a^ (CD20), benralizumab^a^ (IL-5Rα), ublituximab (CD20), palivizumab-N (RSV), bemarituzumab (FGFR2b), cusatuzumab (CD70), gatipotuzumab (MUC1), ifabotuzumab (EPHA3)M428L/N434S▪▪▪▪▪▪↑↑VRC01LS (HIV), 10-1074-LS (HIV), 3BNC117-LS (HIV), PGT121.414.LS (HIV), VIR-2482 (influenza)M252Y/S254T/T256E↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓▪↑↑MEDI8897 (RSV), BOS161721 (IL-21), MEDI4893 (*Staphylococcus aureus*)S239D/K274Q/Y296F/Y300F/L309V/I332E/A339T/V397M↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑?▪Tafasitamab (CD19), talacotuzumab (CD123)P247I/A339Q??↑↑↑↑???Ocaratuzumab (CD20)L235V/F243L/R292P/Y300L/P392L▪↓↑↑↑↑↓↑↑▪Margetuximab (HER2)S267E▪↑↑↓↓↑↑↑▪APX005M (CD40)S267E/L328F↓↓↑↑↑----↑↑↑↑▪Obexelimab (CD19), XmAb7195 (IgE)G237D/P238D/H268D/P271G/A330R--↓----↑↑↑↑--▪2141-V11 (CD40)G236A/S239D/A330L/I332E/M428L/N434S↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑--↑↑Elipovimab (HIV)G236A/A330L/I332E/M428L/N434S↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↓--↑↑VIR-3434 (HBV)Note that the data for afucosylated Fc variants include data from mAbs enriched for afucosylated glycoforms and the binding affinities shown are dependent on the abundance of afucosylated glycoforms. --, no detectable binding; ▪, no change; ↓, reduced affinity compared with wild-type human IgG1; ↑, increased affinity compared with wild-type human IgG1; ?, no data available; CCR4, C-C chemokine receptor type 4; EPHA3, EPH receptor A3; FcγR, Fcγ receptor; FcRn, neonatal Fc receptor; FGFR2b, fibroblast growth factor receptor 2b; GITR, glucocorticoid-induced tumour necrosis factor; HBV, hepatitis B virus; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor (also known as ERBB2); IFNα/βR1, interferon-α/β receptor 1; MUC1, mucin 1; RSV, respiratory syncytial virus. ^a^Antibodies in clinical use.

Concluding remarks {#Sec15}
==================

FcγR-mediated effector functions are diverse and complex. However, advances in Fc domain engineering, the availability of animal strains that recapitulate the unique features of human FcγR physiology^[@CR138]^ and our extensive knowledge of the specific FcγR pathways that drive protective innate and adaptive antiviral immunity will help further the development of novel antibody-based therapeutics that can confer potent and durable protection against infection without inducing ADE or VAERD. Over the past decade, numerous mAbs against neoplastic and infectious diseases that are currently in the clinic or in clinical testing have been engineered to exhibit altered FcγR and neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) binding profiles in an attempt to optimize efficacy, increase therapeutic potency, extend the half-life or minimize inappropriate leukocyte activation (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Past experience in the development and use of Fc-engineered mAbs could guide the development of anti-SARS-CoV-2 mAbs to result in superior therapeutic efficacy through selective activation of specific FcγR pathways on distinct leukocyte types.
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